Abstract-The model of the plasma universe, inspired by totally unexpected phenomena observed with the advent and application of fully three-dimensional electromagnetic particle-in-cell simulations to filamentary plasmas, consists of studying the interaction between fieldaligned current-conducting, galactic-dimensioned plasma sheets or filaments (Birkeland currents). In a preceding paper, the evolution of the interaction spanned some 108_109 years, where simulational analogs of synchrotron-emitting double radio galaxies and quasars were discovered. This paper reports the evolution through the next 109-5 x 109 years. In particular, reconfiguration and compression of tenuous cosmic plasma due to the self-consistent magnetic fields from currents conducted through the filaments leads to the formation of elliptical, peculiar, and barred and normal spiral galaxies. The importance of the electromagnetic pinch in producing condense states and initiating gravitational collapse of dusty galactic plasma to stellisimals, then stars, is discussed. Simulation data are directly compared to galaxy morphology types, synchrotron flux, Hi distributions, and fine detail structure in rotational velocity curves. These comparisons suggest that knowledge obtained from laboratory, simulation, and magnetospheric plasmas offers not only to enhance our understanding of the universe, but also to provide feedback information to laboratory plasma experiments from the unprecedented source of plasma data provided by the plasma universe.
I. INTRODUCTION T HE evolution of cosmic plasma from a filamentary state to the development of double radio sources and quasars was investigated in the first part to this sequel paper (Paper I) [1] . The time frame of this study, based upon scaling simulation parameters to galactic dimensions, spanned some 108_109 years. In this paper (Paper II), the evolution for the next 1-5 x 109 years under the influence of electromagnetic forces acting on the plasma is investigated.
The importance of electromagnetic forces in galactic and stellar evolution derives from the fact that the universe is largely matter in its plasma state. The observed stars are composed of plasmas, as are the interstellar and interplanetary media and the outer atmospheres of planets. The neutral HI regions in galaxies are also plasma although the degree of ionization is probably only 10-4. Both the intra-and intergalactic media then consist of plasma, leading to the coinage of the term "plasma universe." Electromagnetic forces can then be expected to play a crucial role in the development of the plasma universe including both the formation of systems of galaxies Manuscript received June 6, 1986 ; revised July 17, 1986 . The author is with the Los Alamos National Laboratory, Los Alamos, NM 87545.
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and the formation of stars within the dusty galactic plasmas [2] [3] [4] . Although the gravitational force is weaker than the electromagnetic force by 39 orders of magnitude, gravitation is one of the dominant forces in astrophysics when electromagnetic forces neutralize each other, as is the case when large bodies form [5] . Indicative of the analogy of forces for the motion of electrons and ions in the electromagnetic field and the motion of large bodies in the gravitational field is the ease with which a plasma model may be changed to a gravitational model. This transformation requires only a change of sign in the (electrostatic) potential calculation such that like particles attract instead of repel, followed by setting the charge-to-mass ratio equal to the square root of the gravitational constant (a gravitational model cannot be simply changed to an electromagnetic model as the full set of Maxwell's equations are required in the latter).
The basic model of the plasma universe, inspired by the observation that most cosmic plasmas are filamentary in structure [6] , consists of studying the interaction between current-conducting galactic-dimensioned plasma filaments aligned along magnetic field lines (Birkeland currents, [1] ). Although the entire filamental circuit is expected to be hundreds of megaparsecs in length and is probably no less complex than the magnetospheric current distribution near Earth, only a fraction of the circuit is simulated. The fraction of the length corresponds to a local region that is capable of interacting with an adjacent local region in a neighboring filament. Strictly speaking, the neighboring regions in adjacent filaments are double layers since the model consists of a parallel electric field in each of the pinched plasma filaments [7] . Because of the axial E field, electrons within the pinch are accelerated along the filament producing strong currents and also radiating away energy in the form of synchrotron radiation at radio, optical, and X-ray wavelengths.
It is the purpose of this paper to continue the investigation of the dynamics of the denser interacting plasmas pinched within the filaments by means of the electromagnetic and gravitational force laws. That this is possible is due largely to the advent of the particle simulation of dynamic systems in three dimensions on large computers, allowing the computation of up to many millions of charge and mass particles according to their respective force laws. This approach to the study of cosmic plasma is labeled "gravito-electrodynamic" [8] . 0093 The gross radio properties of galaxies are reviewed in Section II. Section III describes a transistion through the following sequence of cosmic objects: double radio galaxy to radioquasar; radioquasar to radioquiet quasi-stellar objects (QSO's) [9] ; radioquiet QSO's to peculiar and Seyfert spiral galaxies; and peculiar and Seyfert galaxies to normal and barred galaxies. The various classifications of elliptical and spiral galaxies are discussed in Sections IV and V, respectively. The importance of electromagnetic effects in describing both the bulk-and fine-detail structure in the velocity curves of spiral galaxies is also reported in Section V. Multiple interacting galaxies are studied in Section VI. The chemical composition and the distribution of neutral hydrogen in galaxies is discussed in Section VII. Section VIII covers the Alfven-Carlqvist model for star formation in pinched plasma filaments while Section IX reports the extension of three-dimensional electromagnetic particle simulation techniques to include gravitational forces with the formation of stars.
II. GROSS RADIO PROPERTIES OF GALAXIES The radio power L of galaxies, integrated from 10 MHz to 100 GHz, ranges from about 1030 to about 1038 W, and relative to their optical luminosity from less than 10-6 to about 1 [10] , [11] . The distribution in power is described by means of the radio luminosity function (RLF), which represents the number of radio-emitting galaxies per unit volume as a function of the monochromatic power at a certain frequency. Fig. 1 illustrates the RLF at 1.4 GHz at the present cosmological epoch, the "local" RLF.
The RLF suggests a continuity in the morphological types of radio-emitting galaxies. Above 1026 W/Hz, the main contribution comes from quasars and classical double radio galaxies. In the region 1023 1026 W/Hz, the elliptical galaxies dominate, while below 1023 W/Hz (about an order of magnitude greater than the power of our Galaxy) the power comes principally from spiral galaxies.
In the region 102 -1023 W/Hz, an overlap of spiral and elliptical galaxies occurs. The "ellipticals" are in fact a hybrid class, containing bona fide ellipticals along with N galaxies (a bright nucleus surrounded by a faint nebulosity) to that of cD galaxies (giant ellipticals with very extended radio "halos"). Noteworthy in Fig. 1 is a "break" in synchrotron power from ellipticals at 1024.5 W/Hz and another at 1021.3 W/Hz for spirals.
The size of the radio-emitting regions in galaxies spans a very wide range. At powers larger than about 1023 W/Hz at 1.4 GHz the radio emission is generally dominated by an extended component, whose size goes from tens of kiloparsecs (e.g., Cyg A) to tens of megaparsecs (e.g., 3C236). Often a very compact central radio component is present, whose power ranges from 1022 up to 1025 W/Hz, and which may be seen to vary with time. Extended and central radio components are typically found also in quasars.
At powers less than about 1023 W/Hz the size of the radio region in elliptical galaxies is generally measured in kiloparsecs and often reduces to a compact central component. In spiral galaxies, the next stage of a suggested epochological sequence in Fig. 1 , the situation is different. Apart from the radical change in morphology between elliptical and spiral, the spiral galaxies have not only a compact nuclear component (of radio dimension between 0.1 and 1 kpc) but also a component of size -10 kpc coincident with the spiral disk.
Overlapping the powerful radio ellipticals having Seyfert-like nuclear spectra and the spiral galaxies are the Seyfert spirals themselves, comprising 1 percent of all spiral types. In contrast to the ellipticals, spiral galaxies rarely have compact nuclear sources and are rarely associated with extended radio lobes. diameter for classes of extragalactic radio sources. The symbol e denotes extended radio sources associated with elliptical galaxies while q and s denote quasars and spiral galaxies, respectively (adapted from Eckers [12] ). Fig. 2 shows the positions of the radio sources, both extended and compact on a linear-size radio-luminosity plot [12] . As seen, the bulk of the classical double radio galaxies possessing an elliptical galaxy have a spatial extent between a few tens of kiloparsecs to many hundreds of kiloparsecs, with radio luminosities of L -1035 1039 W. Some transitional radio galaxies, Finally, unlike the other properties, the radio spectra of the spiral galaxies are similar to those of the radio galaxies. The remainder of this paper addresses the evolutionary sequence suggested by the data above.
III. THE TRANSITION FROM DOUBLE RADIO GALAXIES TO SPIRAL GALAXIES
The transition of two interacting Birkeland currents of galactic dimensions [1] into the morphology of a spiral galaxy is best seen in time-lapse photography (16-mm films) from the long-time simulation runs. The reason for this is the rapidity with which the spiral is formed once the distance between interacting plasmas has closed to the order of a filament radii. Nevertheless, single frame photographs from the simulations can perhaps convey the gross morphological change (but do not convey the dynamics of the plasma within the bulk forms). These are shown in Figs. 3-7 .
Figs. 4, 5, and 6 pertain to the cross-sectional views of two plasma filaments (the "extended components") of width -35 kpc and separation -80 kpc. (The axial extent is determined either by the length of the "micropinch" within the filament (in comparison to the analogy of laboratory filaments) or to the width of the double layer formed in the Birkeland current; these are typically comparable to the filamental width). Fig. 5 (c/lwp = 3) has an axial magnetic field strength twice that of Fig. 4 (w,/ (A) = 1.5). Fig. 6 The relative velocity of the plasmas increases directly with increasing current and reaches a velocity of several thousand kilometers per second near minimum separation (T = 400, Fig. 5 ). The simulation current ranges from about 2 x 1019 to 4 x 1020 A in Fig. 5 . Collision does not occur because the repulsive force of the counterparallel azimuthal currents becomes equal to, then exceeds, the attractive force at separations of the order of the plasma radii. At this time the translational momentum is converted into angular momentum because of the T = m x B torque between filaments (left-hand or clockwise twist) where m is the magnetic moment of a filament. Concomitant with the attraction, repulsion, and rotation, is a reconfiguration of the current/plasma cross-sectional profiles in the filaments. In particular, the initially circular cross sections are deformed into oval shapes that then take on a "jelly-bean-like" profile prior to forming embryonic spiral arms. During this process, the elliptically shaped quasar formed midway between the two synchrotron radiating plasmas is enclosed by the plasmas themselves, as they spiral inward. During this time, the quasar dimensions narrow and the enclosed sump density increases because of the increasing isobaric pressure. The -50-kpc channel (T = 255) is reduced to a few kiloparsecs length [1, fig. 12 ]. The trailing spiral arms then lengthen with time. Bostick [13] , [14] was the first to record the formation of spiral structures in the laboratory from interacting plasmoids and to note the striking similarity to their galactic analogs. A. Double Radio Galaxy to Radioquasar In Paper I the formation of a double radio galaxy and its transition to a radioquasar were investigated. Comparison of Fig. 4 and Fig. 8 creased compression of plasma in the elliptical sump intensifies the synchrotron radiation from the compact component. The compact component can appear as an isolated synchrotron source during this period (e.g., Fig.  2 , linear size -0.01 kpc).
C. Radioquiet QSO to Seyfert Spiral
The development of the plasma and field morphologies of a radioquiet QSO to a Seyfert spiral actually encompasses a transitional period involving the formation of The density decreases with isobaric gradient, being tenuous at the periphery of the sump. Time-lapse photography shows that the inward velocities of the isobars are not quite linear in time but pulsate as they compress. The extended components, quieted for T > 110, reappear as the peculiar or spiral plasma morphologies that form about the compact nucleus.
D. Peculiar and Seyfert Galaxies to Spiral Galaxies
Beyond T -600, coalescence of the outer plasma components on the excited compact center begins. Additionally, the continued electromagnetic compression on plasma confined in the sump can be expected to start the gravitational collapse of this material. This manifests two effects: the disappearance of the quasar plasma emission and the appearance of stars (Section VIII).
IV. ELLIPTICAL GALAXIES Elliptical (E) galaxies, as distinct from peculiars, irregulars, and spirals, are characterized by a very smooth texture, a bright nucleus, and a tenuous outer envelope of large extent (sensitive photographic plates show that the envelope may be 20 times the diameter of the nucleus, Fig. 9 ) [151. As mentioned in Section II, Ellipticals are most often found midway between the extended radio components of radio. galaxies and radioquasars. Fig. 10 is an example of this geometry. Like SO galaxies (galaxies with little or no evidence of star-forming activity in the disk) E galaxies are found most frequently in regimes characterized by high galaxy density, i.e., areas most susceptible to interactions.
A. Irregular Galaxies and "Dust Lane" E Galaxies
The elliptical sump formed midway between two extended plasma components is the result of the coming together of the magnetic field lines of two (or more) adjacent filaments. At early times, the topology of these field lines is that of two "clashing cymbals" (cf. [1, figs. 6 and 8] , that is also the shape taken on by intergalactic plasma between the extended current-conducting components. Examples include not only irregularly shaped galaxies (Fig. 11) but also E and some SO galaxies with "dust lanes" [12] . The dust lanes are usually aligned perpendicular to the major axis between extended components (Fig. 12 ), as they must be for plasma pushed in from either filament.
B. Flattened E and SO Galaxies
Elliptical galaxies are classified in a sequence from E0 to E7, according to the degree of apparent flattening. E0 systems appear circular, and E7 are the most oblong known. All flatter galaxies seem to be spirals and, even among the E7's, many may be type SO, systems that resemble spirals but lack distinctive arms. In fact, E7 galaxies often show slight spiral arms or perturbances. The morphologies described above are the shape that Birkeland currents take when they are closely spaced (e.g., tens of kiloparsecs) or carry weaker galactic currents (I -1017 A) (Fig. 13) . As shown, when closely adjacent Birkeland currents form out of particle flows along magnetic field lines, a merging and torquing of these plasmas produces forms that have a distinct gap at midsection. These then merge together in rotation to produce an elliptical shape that may exhibit very weak spiral-arm structure.
V. SPIRAL GALAXIES Hubble originally believed that elliptical galaxies evolve into spiral galaxies [16] and this seems to be borne out by the simulations. However, the simulations show that another class of galaxy, the peculiars [17] , [18] , bridge the formation of ellipticals to spirals. Spiral galaxies are the most abundant type known; of all classified galaxies 78 percent are spiral (75 percent normal spiral and 25 percent barred spiral), 18 percent are elliptical, and 4 percent are irregular (Table II) .
A. Normal and Barred Spirals
Whether a normal spiral (S) galaxy or a barred spiral (SB) galaxy forms out of the plasma interaction depends primarily on the profile or cross section of the currentcarrying filaments, its density distribution, and strength of the azimuthal magnetic fields. Bars form when the interacting plasma regions are sharply divided in plasma density, while normal spirals tend to form when the intergalactic plasma supporting the current-conducting filaments is more homogeneous overall. B. Rotation Characteristics of Spiral Galaxies Fig. 14 shows the radial velocity versus distance from the galaxy center typical of spiral galaxies [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] .
These data show 1) a nearly linear solid-body rotation for the galaxy center (the first few arcminutes from center); 2) a nearly radially independent velocity profile in the spiral arms; and 3) distinct structure in the spiral arms that appears on the so-called flat portion of the velocity curve (beyond the first few arcminutes or, equivalently, the first few kiloparsecs). The simulated velocity curve in Fig. 14 corresponds to the spiral galaxy in Fig. 6 at time T = 1750 (this curve is the differential rotation measured between T = 1749 and 1750). The simulation data illustrate that 1) the plasma core rotates very nearly as a solid body, and 2) the spirals arms grow in length as they trail out along the magnetic isobars. Concomitant with the lengthening of the arms is a thinning of the arms. Because of this, and the axial current conducted through the thin plasma arms, a diocotron instability is produced. The effect of this instability shows up in both the cross-sectional views of the spiral arms (Figs. 4-7 , late time) and in the velocity profile (Fig. 14,  simulation curve) . Because the plasma in the spiral arms is very nearly neutral (the B x VB charge separation prevents completely local neutrality), the diocotron instability is moderated somewhat. The azimuthal (sideways) velocity of this instability is given by V = V' cot(Q), where V' is the slowly varying radial velocity component the Sc-type galaxies M101, NGC 253, and NGC 2998 (Fig. 14) . Fig. 15 , NGC 3646, is an example of a very large diocotron instability in the spiral arms.
C. Evolutionary Sequence for Spiral Galaxies
It is often the case in the literature that Sa and Sb spirals and Sc and Sd spirals are referred to as "early Hubble types" and "late Hubble types," respectively. However, Hubble emphasized that his classification sequence was not meant to be an evolutionary sequence [16] . The simulations show first the formation of elliptical galaxies. Then, as the synchrotron-radiating Birkeland current-conducting outer plasma components move inward on the elliptical core, peculiar galaxies form and in sequence the spiral types Sd, Sc, Sb, and Sa (or their barred equivalents SBd, SBc, SBb, SBa). Stars form first in the densely compressed elliptical core (Population II stars) and then in the pinched plasma that make up the spiral arms (Population I stars). For Sd and Sc galaxies, the axial Birkeland currents are just reaching the Alfven-Carlqvist threshold 0.1 plasma in the spiral arms that are usually fragmented because of the diocotron instability. The well-known Baade description that stars in spiral arms appear "like beads on a string" is also an equally apropos description for the simulated galaxies. The older elliptical galaxies, compressed in size to make up the core of spiral galaxies, are forced to rotate as a rigid body by the m x B torques exerted by the incoming outer components while the spiral arms trail behind. The vortex motion of the beads of stars in the arms provides the characteristic cot( ,) motion on the rotational velocity curves of spiral galaxies.
VI. MULTIPLE INTERACTING GALAXIES
Birkeland currents often occur in sheets and where these have dimensions of a hundred kiloparsecs or more, filamentation of the plasma into a number of galaxies can take place. Because of the r-1 force there is a tendency for filaments to pair up, eventually leading to neighboring spiral galaxies. The classification of multiple interacting galaxies can be spiral-spiral or spiral-peculiar but do not include E or SO galaxies. Moreover, the spirals tend to be Sd, Sc, or Sb, or the barred equivalents SBd, SBc, or SBb.
With this pairing is a decrease in cluster density for the multiply interacting spiral galaxies. Fig. 16(a) shows adjacent spiral galaxies formed from a single sheet Birkeland current. The connection of a spiral configuration to a spherical or oval configuration by a thin filament is a commonly observed morphology, both in simulations and in laboratory experiments [24] . A galactic example of this behavior is the Markarian 205-NCG4319 pair [251. Birkeland current is part of a closed-circuit element, galaxies occur periodically along the gigaparsec-subgigaparsec filament where double layers form and where interactions with neighboring filaments occur. The Centaurus chain of galaxies (Fig. 17) may be an example of galaxies forming along filaments.
VII. THE CHEMICAL COMPOSITION OF FORMING GALAXIES
Cosmic plasma generally is composed of the elements in varying abundances. As such, plasma chemistry plays an important role in the formation of galaxies [30] . The elements in cosmic plasma are detected by absorption and emission lines in the electromagnetic spectrum of cosmic objects.
Neutral hydrogen is detected from galaxies via the Van de Hulst radio-emission line at X = 21.11 cm (f = 1420.4 MHz), which arises from the transition between the hyperfine-structure sublevels of the ground state of a hydrogen atom [31] . The importance of the study of interstellar hydrogen in this line consists of the fact that this is the sole procedure for direct observation of neutral hydrogen in galaxies. [36] , NGC 5033 [37] , and NGC 4151 [35] . (b) NGC 3198 [37] and M83 [34] .
A. Marklund E x B Convection and Neutralization of Plasma in Galaxies Under the influence of the E x B force, both the electrons and ions drift with the velocity v = (E x B)IB2 (1) so that the plasma as a whole moves radially inward. This mechanism provides a very efficient convection process for the accumulation of matter from plasma [32] . The tnaterial should form as a filamentary structure about the twisted magnetic flux tubes, the lines of which are commonly referred to as "magnetic ropes" because of their qualitative pattern [5] . Magnetic ropes should tend to coincide with material filaments that have a higher density than the surroundings (this is also the case for the filaments in the current sheath of the plasma focus). The cosmic magnetic flux tubes are not directly observable themselves, but the associated filaments of condensed matter can be observed by the radiation they emit and absorb. Marklund found a stationary state when the inward convection of ions and electrons toward the axis of a filament was matched by recombination and outward diffusion of the neutralized plasma. The equilibrium density of the ionized component normally has a maximum at the axis. However, because of the following mechanism, hollow cylinders, or modifications of hollow cylinders of matter, will form about the flux tubes.
Because of the radiated loss of energy, the filaments cool and a temperature gradient is associated with the plasma. As the radial transport depends on the ionization potential of the element, elements with the lowest ionization potentials are brought closest to axis. The most abundant elements of cosmical plasma can be divided into groups of roughly equal ionization potentials as follows: He(24 eV); H,O,N(13 eV); C,S(11 eV); and Fe,Si,Mg(8 eV). These elements can be expected to form hollow cylinders whose radii increase with ionization potential. Helium will make up the most widely distributed outer layer; hydrogen, oxygen, and nitrogen should form the middle layers; and iron, silicon, and magnesium will make up the inner layers. Interlap between the layers can be expected and, for the case of galaxies, the metal-to-hydrogen ratio should be maximum near center and decrease outwardly. Both the convection process and the luminosity increase with the field E,.
For the case of a fully ionized hydrogenic plasma, such as that of the simulation model, the ions drift inwards until they reach a radius where the temperature is well below the ionization potential and the rate of recombination of the hydrogen plasma is considerable. Because of this "ion pump" action, hydrogenic plasma will be evacuated from the surroundings and neutral hydrogen will be most heavily deposited in regions of strong magnetic flux [33] .
B. Distribution ofNeutral Hydrogen in Galaxies
High-resolution observations of neutral hydrogen in irregular and spiral galaxies usually reveal very extended Hi distributions. Contour maps of the Hi typically show a relative lack of Hi in the cores of spiral galaxies but high HI content in the surrounding region, usually in the shape of a "horseshoe" [341- [40] . This region is not uniform but may have two or more peaks in neutral hydrogen content. Fig. 18 shows several examples of HI distributions in spiral galaxies.
A direct comparison of the simulation predictions is possible by overlaying the simulation galaxy intense Bfield distribution (i.e., regions of strong Marklund convection) with the galaxy and also overlaying the Hi dis-tribution of a galaxy with its optical image. Fig. 19 shows the Seyfert NGC 4151 and its simulation analog, while Fig. 20 shows the Seyfert M5 1 with its simulation analog.
The simulation allows the two peaks in neutral hydrogen to be traced back to their origin. Both are found to be the remnants of the originally extended components, i.e., the original Birkeland filaments. The hydrogen deficient center is the remnant of the elliptical galaxy or quasar core.
VIII. THE ALFVEN-CARLQVIST MODEL FOR STAR FORMATION IN PINCHED FILAMENTS A. Pinch Compression of Dark Interstellar Clouds
The importance of the pinch effect in interstellar plasma clouds located in galactic-dimensioned current-conducting plasma is illustrated by the following two examples [2] . (Star formation in the elliptical sump is expected to start earlier because of the compressive forces on the dense plasma contained there.)
In the analytical examples above, the interstellar clouds were assumed to be contracted by a Bennett pinch, implying a pure toroidal magnetic field and a pure axial current. According to Alfven and Carlqvist [2] all magnetic configurations ranging from this kind of pinch to the forcefree states would also give rise to contractive forces. For the plasma to pinch in these cases the total current must be larger than that given by the Bennett relation. In order that the total current I, conducted by the galaxy reach the threshold current density for star formation, it is required that the double layer electric field E, exist at least to times comparable with the time of spiral formation, i.e., T-1000. 
B. The Motion of Solid Bodies Condensed in Plasma
The motion of a solid particle in a plasma obeys the equation m dv = mg + q(E + v x B)-37v + f (2) where q is the electric charge of the particle, -7v is due to viscosity, and f is the sum of all other forces, including the radiation pressure.
Depending on the size of the particle, we have three typical cases.
1. Very Small Particles: The term q(E + v x B) dominates over mg and the particle is part of a dusty plasma. Under cosmic conditions this is true if the size of the particle is < 10 nm [30] . In the case of large electric charges the limiting size may rise to 100 nm. The transition of plasma into stars involves the formation of dusty plasma, the sedimentation of the dust, the formation of stellesimals, and then the collapse into a stellar state. While the above process appears amenable to particle simulation, a crude approximation of proceeding directly from charged particles (actually a cloud of charged particles [1, sec. III]) to mass particles is investigated.
The transition of charge particles to mass particles involves the force constant, that is, the ratio of the coulomb electrostatic force between two charges q separated a distance r Fq(r) = q2/47r0r2 (5) to the gravitational force between two masses m separated a distance r FG(r) = -Gm2lr2.
775 (4)
In the particle algorithm this change is effected by a) changing all particles to a single species; b) limiting the axial extent of the simulation to be of the order of less than the extent or the radial dimension, i.e., about the size of the expected double layer dimension; c) setting the axial velocities to zero; and d) setting the charge-to-mass ratio equal to the negative of the square root of the gravitational constant (times 47rw0). This last change produces attractive mass particles via the transformation sPG(r) = fPq(r) in the force equation F = -Vpo, where sPq(r) = q2/4wcor (7) and s'G(r) = -Gm2/r (8) are the electrostatic and gravitation potentials, respectively.
Preliminary investigations of the electromagnetic-gravitation potential transformation in three-dimensional codes have been reported elsewhere [41] . The actual process is probably somewhat more complicated than the simplified procedure described above and may involve two interactions: the gravitational force of the plasma arms with stars formed in the arms, and then the gravitational interactions among the stars (themselves gravitationally bounid plasmas) in the arms. The earlier formed stars in the elliptical sump plasma must also be included in the simulation. It has been suggested that stars may disperse under gravitational self-forces as the arms rotate, leading to the formation of Sa-and SBa-type galaxies from earlier plasma Sc and Sb and SBc and SBb galaxies [42] .
X. DISCUSSION
Between the years 1967 and 1969, excellent reviews and theories on quasars had already appeared that stressed the importance of magnetic fields and plasma theory in order to explain not only the synchrotron radiation observed from quasi-stellar objects but also the morphologies of the extended radio components and the bright cores [43] , [44] . These ideas were reexamined by Ginzburg and Ozernoy in a criticism of dense gravitational objects as the source of energy in radio galaxies [45] .
The association of an elliptical class of peculiar galaxies with pairs of radio sources has been advocated by Arp [25] [26] [27] [28] . Arp noted that radio sources with similar flux densities tend to form pairs separated 2°-6°on the sky and stated there was a tendency for a certain class of peculiar galaxy to fall approximately on the line joining the pair. These peculiar galaxies are often elliptical galaxies that show evidence for structures that may have been ejected from (or are falling into) them [46] , [47] .
The simulations show that, depending on the time of evolution, both processes occur. At early time, the compression of intergalactic plasma in the sump produces the peculiar elliptical-like morphologies observed (Section IV-A and Fig. 9) . At yet later time, the "ejection" of plasma on a line connecting two extended radio components is caused by a reconfiguration of the magnetic isobars so that first plasmoids, then flattened "jets" appear on either side of the elliptical sump. (These geometries are formed as the isobaric profiles act on the confined plasma.) The flattened magnetic field minima on either side of the sump produce a plasma trap so that quasars tend to form along this line. Spiral arms form as the outer plasmas from the extended radio components move inward and rotate around, and then coalesce with the elliptical center.
XI. CONCLUSION The difficulties encountered in explaining the dynamics of elliptical and spiral galaxies in the absence of magnetic fields and plasma physics are well known [15] , [48] . In a very perceptive paper, Toomre [49] questions the dilemma that photographic data of galactic mergers present to gravitational N-body simulations. The complexity of this problem is further compounded by the existence of peculiar galaxies, the morphologies and topologies of which do not inspire confidence in theories postulating linear waves or shocks as the molding forces [50] [51] [52] . Observationally, these difficulties are perhaps best summarized in The Atlas of Peculiar Galaxies [18] .
The Atlas as it has been realized in the following pages illustrates again that galaxies cannot be characterized as just assemblages of stars, radiation, and gravitation. The following Atlas pictures emphasize the importance of dust in some; they particularly imply a much more important role for the gas in general and point to the existence of either new forces or forces which previously have been little considered. For example, the twisted distorted shapes and curious linkages pictured here attest to the fact that there are viscosity-like forces present that in some cases are dominant. Probably these forces are due to magnetic effects. Vorontsov-Velyaminov has stressed in the past the probable magnetic nature of these effects. Magnetic forces are very difficult to study, but may be very important in our Universe. The recent radio-astronomy discoveries of violent events in galaxies reveal sources of energetic charged particles. These charged particles interact with magnetic fields and offer the hope of mapping, measuring, and understanding cosmic magnetic fields. Exploration of the connection between the plasmas observed with the radio telescopes and the optical evidences of plasma effects pictured in the present Atlas is now open to us. This paper and its predecessor (Paper I) have addressed the evolution of the plasma universe in order to understand both electromagnetic spectra over ten octaves, as well as the visual morphologies observed at optical wavelengths.
It is emphasized that the simulations described in Papers I and II do not pertain to wandering plasma clouds or galaxies whose happenchance encounters might be thought to produce tails or spiral structure. In a universe of plasma, Birkeland current sheets (i.e., the flow of charged particles along magnetic field lines) can occur wherever a circuit and potential source exist. The source can simply be the transverse motion of plasma of dimension 10-50 Mpc through a 10-9-T field at -1000 km/s. The circuit is thought to be composed of plasma whose filamental length, in analogy to laboratory filaments, may be hundreds of megaparsecs. As in the laboratory, Birkeland current sheet filaments, and lumps within the filaments interact with their neighbors to produce the phenomena outlined in this paper.
Two plasma columns, as modeled here, represent the two closest filaments in a Birkeland sheet (Fig. 16 is a simulation where the initial plasma configuration was a Birkeland sheet). When the plasma profile, density, temperature, strength, and orientation of any external fields have been specified, no additional assumptions are possible in a simulation; the configuration will evolve through cascades of nonlinear states according to the electromagnetic (and when present, gravitational) forces on the plasma. In this regard, the data presented here were obtained by postprocessing the simulation particle, field, probe, and history dumps. The totally unexpected (to the author) phenomena replicated in the simulations appear to be far more universal than the interacting laboratory z pinches for which they were intended. When scaled to cosmic dimensions the simulations show:
1) a burst of synchrotron radiation of luminosity 1037 W lasting 107_108 years as the interaction began; 2) isophotal topologies of double radio galaxies and quasars, including juxtapositioned "hot spots" in the radio lobes (cross sections of the interacting Birkeland currents); 3) the formation of "dust lane" peculiar and elliptical galaxies at the geometric center of quasars and radio galaxies (due to plasma trapped and compressed within the elliptical magnetic separatrix); 4) a spatially varying power law along the major axis of the simulated double radio galaxies in agreement with observations; 5) alternating beams of betatron-pumped synchrotronemitting electrons on either side of the elliptical center (these have the morphologies (i.e., "knots" or vortices) and polarization properties of jets); and 6) a "superluminosity" and fading of jets as the betatron-induced acceleration field sweeps over and ignites previously confined plasma. The simulation time frame of this investigation lasted some 108-109 years. The lifetime and evolution of quasars and double radio sources, the so-called end problem of double radio galaxies, was addressed in this paper (Paper II) by continuing the simulation run 1-5 x 109 years farther in time. This extension of the simulation showed:
1) the transition of double radio galaxies to radioquasars to radioquiet QSO's to peculiar and Seyfert galaxies, finally ending in spiral galaxies;
2) the formation of irregular and dust lane galaxies, as well as more flattened E and SO galaxies within the magnetic separatrix; 3) barred and normal spiral galaxies resulting from the inflow of plasma from the outer Birkeland currents onto the the elliptical galactic center; the characteristic rotational velocities of spiral galaxies including the fine-detail vortex cotangent structure on the "flat" portions of the spiral-arm velocity components; 4) replications of the morphologies of multiple interacting galaxies; 5) "horseshoe" like regions of nearly neutral Hi gas in spiral galaxies resulting from the convection and neutralization of plasma into regions of strong galactic magnetic fields; and 6) toroidal and poloidal components of the galactic magnetic field with field strengths reaching 2 x 10-4 G at the galactic center (fields as high as 10-2 G can occur in concentrated regions). These results were reported prior to their observation in the Galaxy [41] .
Finally, the pinch effect from the currents carried in the galactic plasmas illustrates the importance of the electromagnetic field in initiating the first stages of dusty plasma collapse into stellisimals, then into stars [53] .
The investigation of complex filamentation processes in laboratory plasmas by the particle-in-cell approach has thus led to unexpected analogies in cosmic plasmas. As computer powers (i.e., speed and memory) increase, the ability to resolve and understand the evolution of the plasma universe in greater detail can be expected. Perhaps as important, as the universe represents an unprecedented plasma data bank, insights on laboratory data can also be expected.
